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After taking a second look, who is fixing the mesial of the first lower molar as well?

Usually I would but after looking at a few threads on DT there are definitely some of us on here 
who seem much more conservative and would watch those, maybe I’m wrong. I haven’t opened up 
a tooth yet and didn’t find decay beyond DEJ, so maybe I shouldn’t second guess myself. n

That’s def into dentin and a textbook board lesion. n

Do the DO on #29 and then you can have direct vision on MO of #30 and could also save 
marginal ridge if decay present. n

I wouldn’t restore either. Diet and OH advice ++++ I wouldn’t bet a penny that the premolar 
won’t need restoring in the (near) future, but I’ve found that dedicating more time to prevention 
in these cases leads to better oral health down the road. n

29 yes and 30 I would eval when 29 was open. Real problem with many digital systems is 
that they don’t always show Class 2 caries well. n

I’d restore 29, 30, plus 31 and maybe 3. n

100% restore. Let them know basically every contact area in that BW has something start-
ing and they will turn into fillings if something doesn’t change. n

I would give things a chance to remineralize. Some counseling on what to do to help it and 
new X-rays in a year and compare. This mouth will go from no fillings to five fillings on the right 
side only. I want to be sure that it is really needed. n

Who Is Restoring the Distal  
of This Second Lower Bi?
A Townie solicits opinions on when and how to treat lesions near the  

dentinoenamel junction, and his peers respond energetically
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Just trying to learn what I’m missing. Why do 31 MO, 30 MO and 29 DO, but leave 30 D 
untouched? n

I wouldn’t let you put a bur to 30 on me, even at gun point. n

I tell them that if they think that they will not be able to do what is needed for recalcifi-
cation, then we should fix them now. However, studies seem to show that up to 75 percent of 
cavities that look like this on the X-rays, just into dentin, are not yet cavitated. This means that 
there is hope for remineralization. 

If a patient starts our mineralization protocol, then the odds of such cavities growing out of 
control within one year is nonexistent. 

So you explain the odds and the needs of the protocol and you ask them if they are game. 
Once they understand the risks versus benefits, the decisions belong to them. n

Exactly the same here. I have noticed, though, when I use SDF, it can get on the prepped 
tooth, and it stains really bad when you hit it with the UV light. In the future, I’m going to find 
a way to cover the prepped tooth. n

#29 is in need of restoration. Caries is well into dentin. Everything else can be monitored. 
Still want to know patient’s age. n

I’m restoring the distal of the lower second premolar. Very conservatively. But the rest would 
depend on a variety of factors. And I would really hope that the patient was once high risk but 
has now changed habits. That would make me comfortable monitoring the rest. If this is the first 
time I’m seeing them, I’m monitoring all the rest and reading them the riot act. n

I have a pretty good sample size of lesions that look exactly like that that have not changed in 
six years. The patient has excellent oral hygiene, I know that for a fact. Like I said, my treatment 
depends on multiple factors beyond what I see on that radiograph. n

I would fix distal on lower premolar, but molars leave for watching and advise a toothpaste 
for remineralization. n

How about CariVu? n

Based on my experience, yes, I believe we, in Europe, are more conservative than here. We 
are giving a chance to the tooth to “heal” first. And if that doesn’t work, then you go with more 
aggressive approach. For example, if there is a deep cavity (caries profunda) you’re doing indirect 
pulp capping for 3 or 6 weeks (depends on how many layers of tertiary dentin you think would 
protect the pulp) and on the next appointment if you notice that it helped, you’re placing the 
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final filling. 95 percent of those cases would probably end up like RCT after some time, but still, 
as I said previously, you are giving the tooth a chance. 

Currently I work in the U.S. as a dental assistant (I’m not a licensed dentist here yet) and 
based on what I saw working in dental offices no one has done indirect pulp capping at all. In 
situations like that, doctors go straight with RCT. I think it’s not the lower student loans that 
we have there (as someone mentioned), the difference is in the patient’s attitude. Here, they file a 
lawsuits a lot. And even if you try to reschedule them a couple of times for treating a single tooth, 
they’ll complain and won’t show up. That’s why I think doctors here have a more aggressive 
approach—they try to balance between patients’ behaviors, expectations, proper treatment and 
protecting their practice and license. n

These threads always come up. Ask 10 dentists and you’ll get 10 different treatment plans. 
I don’t believe without knowing several other key pieces of information here, can you make a 
definitive call. Plus, I’ve posted about this before, transillumination in these situations is so 
valuable. CariVu is my go-to when diagnosing lesions like this. You’d be very surprised not 
only at what you see with that but how accurate it is. Sometimes the angulation and settings of 
radiographs fools us, and we need other diagnostic tools to help. Oftentimes, you’ll see marginal 
ridge shadowing on these lesions, which can help make that decision to restore.

However, I’m restoring #29-DO all day long. It’s into dentin and spreading. In my expe-
rience, this will get bigger. You can do a super conservative composite here and with proper 
technique, that’ll last 10 years plus. But after that, I don’t think you can make a final call 
without knowing 1) patient’s age, 2) any radiographic history to compare to and 3) habits. If this 
patient is his/her 20s, that changes my thoughts versus into their 40s. However, based on the 
lack of restorative and enamel wear, I’m guess this patient is younger. I’d vote for 29-DO, take a 
look around with CariVu, go with fluoride toothpaste, and monitor everything else.

I have a practice that is full of 20–40 years old, tons with quadrants of composites and a lot 
of them are not holding up so well. These patients are destined for lots of restorative in their lives 
now and I wonder to myself, maybe we could’ve been a bit more conservative?

And when people say, “Well, you can give your patient the option of restoring it now, or 
waiting?” Patients don’t know much of anything. I think it’s our job to give them a straightfor-
ward answer of whether or not to restore. n

When I was a freshman, on a test X-ray my classmates found 14 signs of decay like these. 
My father looked at the X-rays and advised me to take another set in a year, because the size of 
the smallest bur would create more damage. It is now 49 years later and only one turned into a 
filling. Moral: One has to evaluate the whole mouth to see the caries tendency. At this time I had 
no fillings and it took 32 years for one to turn into a filling. n

I can completely understand. Most likely, you started doing some reversal by better hygiene 
(as a dental student), flossing etc. and that is why they stayed dormant. You are from Haifa? I 
was there last August. Good times. I came across three dental offices as I walked around when I 
was there, but maybe due to hours and/or days of the week, all three were closed and could not 
visit. One of the offices answered the buzzer from a different location and they said they come 
to the location I was at only by appointment? I thought that was pretty high tech for a small 
multilocation operation. Or maybe they were looking out the window, did not like my looks and 
decided not to let me in. n
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3DO, 29DO, 30MD, 31MO. Thirty years of experience, these lesions are almost always 
larger than they appear on the X-ray and already in dentin by the time they are visible. n

It’s really interesting to see how different docs treatment plan. At 20–30 NP/month I feel 
like if I treatment-planned this way, I would need a full-time associate. n

It would be interesting if the docs who said “restore for sure” would post some of their most 
conservative MO or DO restoration pre- and postop X-rays. I’m curious to know just how small 
they can make the slot prep. On my best day with a 330 bur the slot is going to be twice the size 
of the lesion. With that said I’m 50/50 on restoring #29. Depends on a bunch of factors that 
others have mentioned. n

The question is what would have happened had nothing been done other than improve 
home care and diet? I will almost always give the patient the benefit of the doubt and monitor 
them carefully. I also tell Mom and/or Dad about the situation and tell them I am trying to save 
the kid from all that work. Doesn’t always succeed but everyone knows I tried. n

I see areas on pretty much every tooth in that initial BW. But, the question is: Which ones 
(if any) need treatment now? I wouldn’t fault anyone for treating them. But (unlike some on 
here) I also wouldn’t cast those that would choose to observe and educate their patients on better 
homecare into the dental pit of hell either. n

I had a patient recently where I decided halfway through treatment I didn’t need to restore 
about half of the surfaces I had planned. His OH was a mess and I was really aggressive with 
restorations. Between appointments his hygiene dramatically improved and he made comments 
about flossing every day. I told him why I was reducing his fees. n

I’ve read these replies and we are not taking all the variables into consideration. 

1.  If this patient is 60 years old and that has been there for years, definitely don’t restore.
2.  If the patient is 20, you may want to restore 29 and look at 30 directly. If 30 is not 

cavitated, do not treat.
3.  If this patient will be coming in every six months you can easily wait and take another 

X-ray in six months, then yearly to monitor. I have monitored lesions like this for decades 
and had them not change. (I had one in 1982 in my mouth that is still not treated.)

4.  If this patient is sporadic about dental care, treat it.

Finally, if you are going to treat it, do not do a GV Black prep. Be conservative and do a 
saucer prep. It is a Bioclear technique and is the most conservative approach. A saucer prep done 
with a well-bonded heated composite will last decades. n

Share your cases online!
Whether you need advice or just want to share an amazing case, Dentaltown’s message boards are 
the place for you. Find out what your fellow Townies are thinking and share ideas throughout the day. 
To get started, add your post in the forums at dentaltown.com/messageboard.
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